Abstract. Let p be a prime number, G be a finite group, P be a p-subgroup of G, and k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. We prove that the kG-Scott module with vertex P is Brauer indecomposable for some families of groups closely related to groups constructed by Park in the context of fusion systems.
Introduction
Let p be a prime number, G be a finite group, and k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. For a finite dimensional kG-module M and a p-subgroup Q of G, the Brauer quotient M.Q/ with respect to Q is naturally a kN G .Q/=Q-module, and hence, by restriction, is a kQC G .Q/=Q-module. We say that M is Brauer indecomposable if M.Q/ is indecomposable or zero as a kQC G .Q/=Q-module for every Q Ä P 2 Syl p .G/. Brauer indecomposability of p-permutation modules is important for verifying categorical equivalences between p-blocks of finite groups, as predicted by Broué's abelian defect group conjecture (see [4] ).
A relationship between Brauer indecomposability of p-permutation modules and saturated fusion systems was given in [3] . Let P be a p-subgroup of G. The fusion system F P .G/ is the category whose objects are the subgroups of P and whose morphism set from Q to R is Hom G .Q; R/, i.e., the set of all group homomorphisms from Q to R that are induced by conjugation by some element of G. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then F P .G/ is saturated (for background on fusion systems and saturated fusion systems, we refer the reader to [1] and [6] ). One of the main results in [3] is the following. . Let G be a finite group, let P be a p-subgroup of G and let M be an indecomposable p-permutation kG-module with vertex P . If M is Brauer indecomposable, then F P .G/ is a saturated fusion system.
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The converse of the theorem above does not hold in general. However, in the special case that M D S P .G; k/, the kG-Scott module with vertex P (for the definition and properties of Scott modules, see [2] ), it was proved that the converse holds for some special cases:
. Let P be an abelian p-subgroup of a finite group G. If F P .G/ is saturated, then S P .G; k/ is Brauer indecomposable.
We investigate whether we can extend this result to some different types of groups G where P is not necessarily abelian. In this paper, we will prove the following results. Theorem 1.3. Let P be a finite p-group, G D P o S n for some n 2 Z C and Ã.P / be the diagonal embedding of P into G. Then the kG-module S Ã.P / .G; k/ is Brauer indecomposable. Theorem 1.4. Let P be a finite p-group and F be a saturated fusion system on P such that F D N F .P /. Let also Out F .P / D ¹e 1 ; : : : ; e n º and G D P o S n . Then for %.P / D ¹.e 1 .u/; : : : ; e n .u/I id/ j u 2 P º the kG-Scott module S %.P / .G; k/ is Brauer indecomposable.
Note that, since F Ã.P / .G/ D F Ã.P / .Ã.P // in Theorem 1.3, the fusion system F Ã.P / .G/ is saturated. Here, the group G is not a Park group, but is closely related to a Park group; thus we call it a Park-type group.
In the case where F D N F .P /, we have F D F P .P Ì Out F .P //. By Park's result [8] , for G D Park.F ; P Ì Out F .P //, where P Ì Out F .P / is a characteristic biset for F , we have F D F %.P / .G/ where %.P / is given as in Theorem 1.4.
Moreover, observe that the fusion system in Theorem 1.3 also satisfies the condition F D N F .P /. But this is not a special case of Theorem 1.4. Indeed, this theorem is valid for any integer n whereas n D jOut F .P /j in Theorem 1.4. This paper has four sections. In Section 2, we give the proof of Theorem 1.3. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4. In Section 4, we give some concluding remarks and an example which does not fall into the theorems above.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
We first want to state the following lemma which we will use as a key tool for proving indecomposability results rather than using Green's indecomposability theorem. We thank the referee for this useful remark.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite p-group and let M be a transitive permutation kG-module. Then M is indecomposable.
Proof. We have a surjective kG-module homomorphism kG ! M . Since we have kG=J.kG/ Š k, M has a unique maximal submodule, and hence is indecomposable as a kG-module.
We will use the following lemma in order to prove Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a finite p-group and let P Ä G.
Consequently, by Alperin's fusion theorem (see [1, Theorem A.10 ] for example), we have
Since G is a p-group, Ind G P k is an indecomposable kG-module by Lemma 2.1,
Taking the Brauer quotient gives
We claim that there is only one coset in the direct sum above.
is an indecomposable kN G .Q/-module by Lemma 2.1. As a kQC G .Q/-module,
by the Mackey formula. Since we have N G .Q/ D N P .Q/C G .Q/, there exists only one coset. Therefore,
is an indecomposable kQC G .Q/-module by the same reasoning as above, and hence an indecomposable kQC G .Q/=Q-module.
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Lemma 2.3. With the notation and assumptions of Theorem 1.3,
where PIM.S n / is the projective cover of the trivial kS n -module. Here G acts diagonally on the tensor product.
It is enough to show that T˝k U is an indecomposable p-permutation kG-module whose vertex is Ã.P / D ¹.u; : : : ; uI id/ j u 2 P º and whose socle contains the trivial module.
Let D´P P . We have
by the Mackey formula, and by the identity G D D Ì S n . Since D is a p-group, the module on the right side is an indecomposable kD-module by Lemma 2.1. Therefore, from [5, Proposition 2.1], we deduce that T˝k U is an indecomposable kG-module. We note also that both T and U are p-permutation modules. Hence T˝k U is also a p-permutation module. Notice that T is Ã.P / Ì S n -projective and U is D-projective (D acts trivially on U ), thus T˝k U is both Ã.P / Ì S n and D-projective (see [ So Ã.P / is contained in a vertex of T˝k U . Therefore, T˝k U has vertex Ã.P /. Finally, since both socle(T ) and socle(U ) contain k as a kG-submodule, the socle of the product T˝k U contains k as a kG-submodule.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. As an abuse of notation we will use Q to mean Ã.Q/ from now on for all Q Ä P . By the previous lemma, it remains to show that T˝k U.Q/ is kQC G .Q/-indecomposable for all Q Ä P . We have
as QC G .Q/-modules since Q acts trivially on PIM.S n /.
From identity (2.1), we get Res In [8] , Park shows that every saturated fusion system can be realized as the fusion system of a finite group. Using a characteristic biset corresponding to the saturated fusion system it is possible to construct this finite group. In the following paragraph, we briefly explain his construction.
For every saturated fusion system F , there exists a characteristic P -P -biset X of F (see [ where G D Aut. 1 X / is the group of bijections of X preserving the right P -action. The embedding of P is defined by % W P ,! G such that u 7 ! .x 7 ! ux/. Park proved that
Moreover, he observed that G ' P o S n for n D jX j=jP j.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since F D N F .P /, we have
Hence H D P Ì Out F .P / constitutes a characteristic biset for F . Thus Park's group Park.F ; H / becomes G D Aut. 1 H /, and P embeds in G as %.P / D ¹.e 1 .u/; : : : ; e n .u/I id/ j u 2 P º for Out F .P / D ¹e 1 ; : : : ; e n º. Since H acts on itself by left multiplication, the embedding % can be extended to H , so that
Moreover, since Out F .P / acts faithfully on P , we have C G .%.P // D ¹.u 1 ; : : : ; u n I id/ j u i 2 Z.P /; i D 1; : : : ; nº:
Together with this and the relation Aut G .%.P // ' Aut H .P /, we get
For brevity we use Q; P and H in place of %.Q/, %.P /, %.H / respectively. We claim that
, S P .G; k/.P / is the projective cover of the trivial kN G .P /=P -module. Thus jN G .P /=P j p D jZ.P /j n 1 divides the dimension of S P .G; k/.P /. We have dim Ind
which gives Y.P / D 0. On the other hand, since Y j Ind G H k, it follows from the Mackey formula that
Hence there is an indecomposable summand X of Res It remains to show that S P .G; k/ is Brauer indecomposable. For
and since any conjugate of Q lies in D, the set above counts, in fact, the cosets for which
On the other hand, by the Mackey formula,
Besides, for all Q Ä P , we have Aut
Hence by equations (3.1) and (3.2), we conclude that
When viewed as kQC G .Q/-module, we claim that M.Q/ is a kQC G .Q/-Scott module with vertex QC P .Q/ and this will automatically give the indecomposability of M.Q/ as a kQC G .Q/-module. The restricted module is
by the Mackey formula and by the identity 
Furthermore, we notice that since S.QC P .Q// is the projective cover of the trivial
where the first equality comes from the fact that P E H . We claim that
jC H .Q/j and this will in turn imply
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and, since C G .P / is a p-group, we get
which establishes the claim, and that
Let D 0´Q C D .Q/. Since X j Ind 
Concluding remarks
In both of our theorems we have N F .P / D F , and hence both Ã.P / and %.P / are contained in the base group P P . However, there are examples where N F .P / ¤ F such that our result is still true. Here is an example. the kG-Scott module S %.P / .G; k/ D Ind G %.H / k happens to be Brauer indecomposable. In this case, since P is not a normal subgroup of H , we have %.P / -P P :
